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Ship-borne global navigation satellite system (GNSS) technique can overcome the weakness of satellite
altimetry and tide gauge in measuring sea surface heights (SSHs) over coastal seas. Ship-borne GNSS
technique can be used to calibrate SSHs determined by the satellite altimetry and tide gauge. The shipborne GNSS data are processed with the single-epoch precise point positioning (PPP) method to estimate
SSHs which are ﬁltered by the Gaussian ﬁlter to weaken and/or remove effects of sea wind and wave
ﬁeld. Tidal corrections are also taken into consideration to improve SSHs. One crossover adjustment
method is put forward to calculate the bias and drift along the ship route and assess the accuracy of SSHs.
We processed the in-situ ship-borne GPS data over the offshore sea around Keelung to compute precisely
SSHs with the single-epoch PPP. Statistical results of SSH differences of crossover points indicate that the
root mean squares error of SSHs determined by the ship-borne GPS is up to level of 12.9 cm over the
offshore sea  30 km far away to land.
& 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Sea surface heights (SSHs) as basic geographical data to study
marine geodesy, geophysics and oceanography can provide the
abundant information of ocean current, tide, gravity ﬁeld and
geoid. SSHs are also used in the economic development like the
offshore resource exploration and development, port and coastal
engineering, marine aquaculture and ﬁsheries. SSH change is closely related with the astronomy, meteorology, seawater density
and salinity, ocean current and geographical and geophysical
condition (Church et al., 2013). SSHs are mainly determined by
satellite altimetry and tide gauge techniques. Tide data over
coastal seas can be precisely observed by tide gauge. But tide
gauge stations are generally located on the alongshore land where
tide data collection may be limited by the accessibility of land
topography. Less tide gauge stations and their uneven geographical distribution are not conducive to determine SSHs over
coastal seas. SSH change determined by tide gauge is relative to
the level benchmark located on land (Guo et al., 2015a).
n
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SSHs can be measured with the centimeter-level accuracy by
satellite altimeter over open oceans. The radar altimetry has been
widely applied with advantages of high accuracy, wide coverage
and high repetition. The accuracy of altimeter data over coastal
seas suffers the contamination of complicated coastal topography
and geophysical processes resulting in hardware response and is
lower than that over open oceans (Aoki et al., 2000; Guo et al.,
2010). Although altimeter data quality can be improved by the
waveform retracking (Bonnefond et al., 2003; Bouin et al., 2009a;
Guo et al., 2010), SSHs over coastal seas from satellite altimetry
should be further ameliorated because of coastal sea complexity.
On the other hand, the spatial-temporal resolutions of satellite
altimeter data are so large. For example, TOPEX/Poseidon and Jason-1/2 have the spatial resolution of more than about 300 km for
the close two trajectories in equator and the 10-day temporal resolution (Fu and Cazenave, 2001).
SSHs can be measured with the air-borne and/or buoy global
navigation satellite system (GNSS) (Kelecy et al., 1994; Cove and
Santos, 2004; Bouin et al., 2009b). This technique can determine
the ellipsoidal height of sea surface by taking advantage of GNSS
characteristics of all-weather, wide coverage and high repetition.
GNSS reﬂection signals are collected to estimate SSHs by the airborne GNSS technique. The reﬂective sea surface isn’t generally
one plane so that the height on the specular reﬂection point is one
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mean ellipsoidal height over the reﬂection area (Guo et al., 2015b).
Accuracy of SSHs over coastal seas is low because the GNSS reﬂection signals are contaminated by the coastal topography
(Watson et al., 2008; Mintourakis and Delikaraoglou, 2010).
The kinematic precise point positioning (PPP) (Geng et al.,
2010) is used to determine SSHs of the high temporal-spatial resolution with the buoy GNSS technique which can make up certain
limitation of satellite altimetry and tide gauge. The buoy GNSS
receiver can directly receive GNSS signals instead of reﬂection
signals off sea surface. The technique is one efﬁcient method to
collect data of SSH and ocean gravity over coastal seas (Satirapod
and Homniam, 2006; Foster et al., 2009). PPP is widely used in the
applications of GNSS (Zumberge et al., 1997; Guo et al., 2012; Tian,
2012). Kinematic positioning can be directly achieved with the
precise GNSS orbit and clock data, and not affected by the baseline
length. PPP can not only precisely determine point coordinates,
but also estimates the ionosphere delay and the hardware delay
(Zumberge et al., 1997; Tu et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014). But direct
GNSS phase data instead of differential data are used in PPP, which
can reduce the PPP positioning accuracy under effects of direct
GNSS signal errors. Kinematic positioning accuracy should be
improved with PPP (Guo et al., 2012, 2014). Bonnefond et al.
(2003) used the ship-borne GPS technique to measure SSHs along
pass 85 of TOPEX/Poseidon and calculated the geoid slants which
can improve the altimetry data quality. Bouin et al.,
(2009a, 2009b) measured SSHs over Vanuatu to map the mean sea
surface up to accuracy of 6–19 cm with PPP technique. Ship-borne
GNSS positioning data are also used to calibrate seabed pressure
data (Kuo et al., 2012) and determine the tidal changes (Larson
et al., 2013).
In order to precisely determine SSHs over coastal seas, the shipborne GNSS data processing scheme with the single-epoch PPP is
discussed. Comparison of SSHs computed by Bernese PPP and
Panda PPP is made to verify the single-epoch PPP positioning accuracy. SSHs determined with the ship-borne GNSS are processed
by the crossover adjustment to improve SSH accuracy after SSHs
are ﬁltered with the Gaussian ﬁltering and corrected by the tidal
model. The practical ship-borne GPS data over the offshore seas
around Keelung are processed to get the high-accuracy SSHs,
which indicates the processing scheme is efﬁcient.

2. Principle of SSHs determined by ship-borne GNSS
Ship-borne GNSS technique can collect the direct GNSS signals
to estimate SSHs which are extracted to get marine geoid and sea
surface topography. As shown in Fig. 1, one ship installed one
GNSS receiver as well as one antenna is sailing at the approximately equal speed under the stable sea state. The vertical distance Hs between GNSS antenna and the sea surface can be precisely measured. Corrections of the ocean tide Hoc and the solid
tide Hsc are applied to the ellipsoidal height determined by the
ship-borne GNSS to get the mean SSH

SSH=He − Hs + Hoc + Hsc + Hap

Fig. 1. SSH measurement with the ship-borne GNSS technique.

(1)
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where He is the ellipsoidal height of GNSS antenna, and Hap is the
atmospheric pressure correction. How to precisely determine the
ellipsoidal heights with the ship-borne GNSS in the ocean condition is the key topic. Corrections of ocean tidal correction and solid
tidal models can directly inﬂuence the accuracy of SSHs. The ship
navigational status can also affect SSHs on the oceanic environment. Therefore the right method and strategy should be adopted
to process the high-frequency ship-borne GNSS data and the SSH
error sources should be carefully analyzed. It is very difﬁcult to
scientiﬁcally assess the accuracy of SSHs determined by the shipborne GNSS technique.

3. Single-epoch PPP of ship-borne GNSS
3.1. Data processing strategy
PPP uses the zero-differential GNSS phase data to precisely
determine coordinates based on the GNSS ﬁnal orbit and high-rate
clock data (Zumberge et al., 1997). The accuracy of PPP results can
be up to centimeter level (Reinking et al., 2012). Ship-borne GNSS
ellipsoidal heights should be ﬁrstly estimated and then precise
SSHs can be determined based on the principle in Section 2. Positioning accuracy in the single-epoch PPP is affected by many
factors such as GNSS satellite orbit error and clock error, receiver
clock error, ionospheric and tropospheric delay and multi-path
effect (Guo et al., 2012).
GNSS ﬁnal orbit and high-rate precise clock data should come
from the same IGS data analysis center to reduce the effect of
satellite orbit and clock. The receiver clock error as the unknown
parameter should be estimated in the data processing. Ionosphere-free linear combination L3 is used to remove the ﬁrst degree term of ionospheric delay. One troposphere model is utilized
to compute the initial tropospheric delay and the residual is one
unknown parameter. The ship-borne GNSS receiver is sailing in the
sea so that the multi-path effect may be large. Favorable cut-off
elevation angle should be set up to remove the multi-path effect
(Löfgren and Haas, 2014).
IGS cannot provide high-frequency GNSS ephemeris and clock
data which must be used in the single-epoch PPP (Lin and Tzeng,
2006; Satirapod and Kriengkraiwasin, 2007; Soycan, 2012). So
1-Hz satellite orbit and clock data should be calculated from GNSS
ﬁnal orbits and high-rate clock data by Bernese developed by the
Bern University (Dach et al., 2007). Guo et al. (2012) ever gave the
processing ﬂow of single-epoch PPP.

3.2. Practical case of 1-Hz PPP processing
To verify the single-epoch PPP processing strategy, we downloaded 1-Hz SHAO GPS data in DOY004, 2012. These data are
processed by Bernese PPP and PANDA PPP (Geng et al., 2007)
which is used to calibrate the Bernese results. Weekly solution of
SHAO released by IGS is selected as the reference value to check
the single-epoch PPP result from Bernese and PANDA. Fig. 2 shows
differences in X, Y and Z directions within one hour and the statistical results are listed in Table 1. Comparing with the IGS weekly
solution, 1-Hz solutions of Bernese PPP are slightly better than
those of PANDA PPP. 1-Hz solutions from Bernese PPP and PANDA
PPP are consistent within 9 cm, which indicates the accuracy of
single-epoch PPP results can be up to centimeter level.
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Fig. 2. 1-Hz PPP solutions of SHAO from Bernese PPP and PANDA PPP, respectively.

Table 1
Statistical results of 1-Hz SHAO PPP solutions with respective to IGS weekly solution (unit in m).
Software

Direction

MAX

MIN

MEAN

STD

RMS

Bernese

X
Y
Z
X
Y
Z

0.1025
0.052
0.0954
0.1036
0.0895
0.1011

 0.0895
 0.0648
 0.0970
 0.1265
 0.1058
 0.0986

0.0108
0.0198
0.0187
0.0109
0.0101
0.0098

0.0547
0.0412
0.0311
0.0596
0.0793
0.0285

0.0548
0.0413
0.0312
0.0696
0.0824
0.0285

PANDA

4. SSH ﬁltering and tidal correction
4.1. Filtering
Assault of hull to sea water can change the ship attitude under
condition of high ship speed (e.g. greater than 3 m/s), which can
result in the SSH error of 5–10 cm. The ship is often small and its
static draft is shallow in the coastal sea. So the ship's squat can be
treated as depending on speed only. While the ship speed is equal
to or less than 3 m/s, the SSH error caused by the ship navigation is
generally less than 1 cm (Bonnefond et al., 2003; Reinking et al.,
2012). The ship speed is limited to about 3 m/s, whose effect on
SSHs can be ignored. But effects of sea environment (e.g. sea wind
and wave) on SSHs should be considered. SSHs can be ﬁltered to
smooth and remove the high-frequency effects of sea wind and
wave on SSHs.
SSHs determined by the single-epoch PPP can be seen as the
one-dimensional signals containing noises. The Gaussian ﬁlter is
based on the Gaussian function which doesn’t change through the
Fourier transformation. So the Gaussian ﬁlter especially is adapted
to eliminate the cyclical Gaussian noises. Considering the effects of
sea wind and wave on SSHs, we used the Gaussian ﬁlter to ﬁlter
SSHs to remove the high-frequency errors which are caused by the
ship attitude change. In the Gaussian ﬁlter the weight is inversely
proportional to the distance. We processed the 1-Hz GPS data
collected in DOY 144 00:00-04:50, 2007. Ship-borne SSHs (seeing
Fig. 3(a)) are ﬁltered by the Gaussian ﬁlter with window of 60 s
and 120 s respectively. The ﬁltered results are shown in Fig. 3
(b) and the statistics is listed in Table 2.
As shown in Fig. 3, the window of Gaussian ﬁlter can affect the
ﬁltering results. Larger the ﬁltering window is, more smoothing
the ﬁltered results are. But the oversized window can reduce the
computational efﬁciency and the data resolution. From the test

(see Table 2), we can ﬁnd that RMS of ﬁltered SSHs for window of
120 s is less than that for window 60 s and the ﬁlter with window
of 120 s is of better computational efﬁciency. So we use the
Gaussian ﬁlter of 120 s window to ﬁlter the ship-borne SSHs.
There are several big jumps in Fig. 2(b). Comparing with Fig. 2(a),
we can ﬁnd that these jumps are caused from no solutions in these
epochs. The Gaussian ﬁlter cannot remove these jumps which
should be manually identiﬁed and then deleted.
PPP technique has some uncertainties (Zumberge et al., 1997)
which can cause some observations abnormal in the ocean condition. Bernese adopts effective methods to remove and/or cut
down effects of these uncertainties on ﬁnal solutions (Dach et al.,
2007). The Gaussian ﬁlter with 120 s window can also reduce the
observation noise and ﬁlter out the abnormal observations. So the
inﬂuence of the uncertainties will be very small after the processing of Gaussian ﬁlter and it can be accepted.
4.2. Ocean tidal correction
The ﬁlter method can reduce the effects of ship speed and sea
wind and wave on the ship-borne SSHs. Ocean tide is the result of
the collective effect from moon and sun tidal forces. The tidal force
is the source power to produce ocean tide. The ocean tide can be
described as many tidal constituents that have different period
and amplitude. The instantaneous sea surface height will change
with the variation of ocean tide, and the tidal correction should be
made in order to get the mean sea surface height. The ship-borne
GNSS can directly give the ellipsoidal heights of the antenna which
are used to compute the mean ellipsoidal heights after the tidal
correction. There are many ocean tide models (Löfgren et al., 2011;
Hu et al., 2014). NAO.99b (Matsumoto et al., 2000) is more suitable
for seas around Taiwan Island than CSR4.0 by comparing with the
tide gauge data (Hu et al., 2014). So we use NAO.99b model to
make the ocean tide correction to the ship-borne SSHs in the
study.
The Gaussian ﬁltered SSHs with window of 120 s are
corrected with NAO.99b which has 16 tidal constituents
( 2N2, J1 , K1, K2, L2, M1, M2 , MU2, N2, NU2, O1, OO1, P1, Q1, S2, T2), see
Fig. 4(a). Fig. 4(b) shows the ocean tidal correction changed over
time. From Fig. 4(a), we can ﬁnd that the ocean tidal corrections
became gradually larger and larger over time and the corrected
SSHs have the gentle trend. Fig. 4(b) indicates the time span was in
the ebb tide stage.
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Fig. 3. Gaussian ﬁltering of PPP ellipsoidal heights. (a) Is raw PPP data, and (b) ﬁltering results with windows of 60 s and 120 s respectively.
Table 2
Statistical results of ﬁltering SSHs (unit in m).
Filtering method

MAX

MIN

MEAN

STD

RMS

Gaussian ﬁltering (60 s)
Gaussian ﬁltering (120 s)

1.0812
1.0782

 1.2135
 1.2025

0.0009
0.0009

0.2133
0.2052

0.2133
0.2053

difference PPP. The solid tidal effect can be up 30 cm in the radial
direction and 5 cm in the horizontal direction (Héroux et al.,
2001). So we used the method proposed by IERS Conventions 2003
(McCarthy and Petit, 2004) to make the sold earth tidal effect on
the single-epoch PPP over the coastal sea in the study.

4.3. Solid tidal correction

5. Crossover adjustment of SSHs

Under the action of solar and lunar gravitations to the Earth,
the solid Earth takes place the cyclical ebb and ﬂow variations like
the ocean tide because of the elastic Earth. The solid tidal effect
can be divided into the long-period and short-period parts. The
long-period solid tide is related to latitude and the short periods
mainly include the diurnal and semidiurnal periods. The shortperiod shifts can be removed by smoothing the long-time observations, but the ﬁlter method cannot reduce the effect of longperiod shift (Crossley et al., 1999; Sun et al., 2003; Yin et al., 2010).
Two end points of one short baseline (less than 100 km) are
consistently affected by the solid earth tidal effect which can be
removed by the differential method. The solid earth tidal effect
cannot be removed by the differential method for the zero-

The single-epoch PPP can continuously determine points along
ship routes on seas with the ship-borne GNSS data. No ﬁxed point
on seas which can be repeatedly measured is used to check the
solution quality. The crossover method is used to assess the accuracy of SSHs on crossover points which are intersection points of
two cross routes. SSHs of crossover points along routes K and L
should be theoretically consistent, seeing Fig. 5. The crossover
point of two cross routes is generally different from the practical
measured point. So SSHs of crossover points can be determined by
the linear interpolation of vicinal measured points. SSH differences
on crossover points include errors along each route.
The vertical distance Hs between the GNSS antenna and the sea
surface on the initial time is known as the bias. The ship will

Fig. 4. Ocean tidal corrections of PPP ellipsoidal heights after Gaussian ﬁltering. a is ellipsoidal heights, and b tidal corrections.
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+

σ^0 =
−

V T PV
n−t

(9)

where n is the number of crossover points, and t is the necessary
observation number. Errors of bias and drift can be calculated
through the crossover adjustment. Then SSHs along each ship
route can be corrected to get the high-resolution sea surface data.
Fig. 5. SSH difference at crossover point.

6. Practical case study

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram to determine bias and drift.

gradually ﬂoat with the fuel depletion which can make the draft
depth smaller. So the vertical distance will change with the draft,
which is known as the linear drift. The bias and the drift should be
processed in the adjustment, seeing Fig. 6. Observing SSH on point
r of route q is hrq′ as

hrq′ = hrq + δhrq
where

hrq

(2)

is the true SSH, and

δhrq

can be expressed as

q

δhrq=a + bqtrq
q

(3)
q

in which a and b are the bias and drift along route q respectively,
trq is the time interval referencing to the initial time of this route
mission. In theory, SSHs of the same point for routes K and L
should be equal, that is
l
hmk = hm

Coastal sea near Keelung is selected as the study area to make
the ship-borne GNSS test. The sea area is located on the north exit
of Taiwan Strait, east to the west Paciﬁc Ocean and northeast to
Ryukyu Islands. The farthest distance to Taiwan Island is about
30 km and the mean depth of the test sea is about 100 m. The
ship-borne GPS data were collected in May and June, 2007. The
GPS receiver used in the study is LEICA SR530 with antennae of
AT502 Pillar or AX1202 Pillar. There are 6 voyages (total 10 days) to
measure SSHs with the ship-borne GPS technique. The sampling
rate is 1 Hz. Fig. 7 shows the ship tracks. The ship tonnage is about
20 t and its static draft is shallow in the good sea state with the
uniform speed of about 3 m/s. Effects of the ship speed and the sea
state on SSHs should be removed (Bonnefond et al., 2003; Reinking et al., 2012).
The practical ship-borne GPS data are processed based on the
single-epoch PPP strategy (Guo et al., 2012) to get the ellipsoidal
heights which are ﬁltered by the Gaussian ﬁlter with the window
of 120 s. NAO.99b model (Matsumoto et al., 2000) is used to make
the ocean tidal correction. Then the crossover adjustment is used
to calculate biases and drifts. These biases and drifts can also
partially absorb the effects of sea level variability and inverse
barometer correction. Fig. 7 shows the ellipsoidal heights along
the ship tracks.
SSHs of crossover points are analyzed with the crossover analysis method to assess SSH accuracy determined by the ship-borne
GPS. There are 15 crossover points in the study. The statistical
results are listed in Table 3. The biggest difference of crossover
SSHs before the crossover adjustment is 0.4625 m which is larger
than the difference 0.2486 after the adjustment. The minimum

(4)

As shown in Fig. 5, because the crossover point of the two
routes is not necessarily the actual measurement point, SSH of
crossover point should be computed with the linear interpolation
method. The interpolating error should be less than 1 cm. SSH
difference vm of the same crossover point for routes K and L can be
expressed as
l
vm = hpk − hpl = ak − al + bk tmk − bl tm
+ lm

(5)

lm = hpl − hpk′

(6)

Eq. (6) can be rewritten as

v = AX + B

(7)

where X = [ak , bk , aj , bj … , aq , bq]T in which a and b are bias and
drift respectively, A is the design matrix, and B is the measured
SSH difference vector. Based on the least squares principle, we can
get

X = (AT PA)−1AT PB

(8)

where P is the weight matrix. Here P ¼I is one identity matrix. The
unit weight root mean square error is

Fig. 7. SSHs along ship tracks.
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Table 3
Statistics of SSH differences at crossover points (unit in m).
Processing strategy

MAX

MIN

MEAN

STD

RMS

No adjustment and tidal
correction
Only adjustment
Only tidal correction
Tidal correction and
adjustment

0.4625

 0.6146

 0.0219 0.3507 0.3507

0.2486
0.4148
0.2222

 0.2420
 0.4662
 0.2450

 0.0198 0.1438 0.1438
0.0414 0.3005 0.3010
 0.0185 0.1298 0.1298

difference of crossover SSHs before the adjustment is  0.6146 m
which is less than the difference 0.2420 m after the adjustment.
Through the ocean tidal correction, RMS before the adjustment is
0.4148 m which is greater than RMS 0.1298 m after the adjustment. To validate the ship-borne GPS results, we compared SSHs
from the Jason-1 altimetric data and the results indicate that the
precision is 16 cm for these two differences.

7. Conclusions
SSHs can be measured by the ship-borne GNSS technique and the
crossover adjustment is put forward to process SSHs in the paper.
Real ship-borne GPS data over Keelung sea are processed by the
single-epoch PPP to get SSHs which are adjusted by the crossover
adjustment. Effects of ocean tidal correction on SSHs are also discussed. The practical results indicate the SSH accuracy of crossover
points can be improved by 2–5 cm after the ocean tidal correction.
RMS of crossover SSH differences before the crossover adjustment is
30–36 cm, and RMS after the adjustment is 12–25 cm. So the
crossover adjustment can obviously improve the SSH accuracy of the
ship-borne GNSS. SSHs determined by the satellite altimetry include
more errors under contamination of land topography, geophysical
environment and hardware response far away 20–30 km to coastline
(Guo et al., 2010). Ship-borne GNSS can measure SSHs over coastline
seas which can be a useful reference for the altimeter data.
The single-epoch PPP isn’t affected by the baseline length and
needs no reference station. PPP can give precise results under the
premise of high-accuracy GNSS ﬁnal orbit and high-rate satellite
clock data. Precise SSHs measured by ship-borne GNSS through
the crossover adjustment can be used to improve the satellite altimetry data quality over the coastal seas, which can expand the
application of satellite altimetry over coastal seas.
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